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MAXISPACE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

OPEN SHELF

K-77217T

BEFORE YOU BEGINBEFORE YOU BEGIN
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Please read these instructions carefully to familiarize
yourself with the required tools, materials, and installation
sequences. Follow the sections that pertain to your
particular installation . This will help you avoid costly
mistakes. In addition to proper installation, read all
operating and safety instructions.

All information in these instructions is based upon the
latest product information available at the time of
publication. Kohler China. reserves the right to make
changes in product characteristics, packaging, or
availability at any time without notice.

These instructions contain important care, cleaning, and

warranty information-

Before installation carefully inspect the new fixture for any
signs of damage.

This product complies with GB/T10357.4-2013,
GB/T10357.5-2013 and GB24977-2010.

Don't use acidic or alkalic cleaners or
alcohol to clean the surface. Use a dampened cloth to
clean.

Use anchors
(not provided) rated for the loaded weight of this
product. Refer to the anchor manufacturer's
instructions.

please leave instructions for the

consumer.

WARNING:

CAUTION: Risk of property damage.
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GB/T10357.4-2013 GB/T10357.5-2013

GB24977-2010
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ACCESSORIS LISTACCESSORIS LIST

Shelf Glass
255*115*6mm

2PCS

Wall Anchors

4PCS

Top Clips

2PCS

Screw ST3.5X35
ST3.5X35

4PCS

Shelf Clip

12PCS

Mounting Bar

1PCS

Tissue Box Assy

1PCS
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Kohler reserves the right to change marked dimensions without prior notice.

ROUGHING-IN

UNIT : mmReference Value

750

300 130

SHELF INSTALLATIONSHELF INSTALLATION

Drill holes
4- 6mm
4- 6mm

Drill holes
4- 6mm
4- 6mm

Screw ST3.5X35
and

ST3.5X35
Wall Anchors

Fix the mounting bar to the
wall, level the mounting bar.

The height of the shelf mounting bar must be 6mm lower
than that of the cabinet.

6mm

L2

Side Mirror

Bracket

Maxispace Open Shelf

Maxispace Mirrored Cabinet

Before installation, remove side mirror bracket on one side to fix it onto the side of the shelf.

After the shelf is installed, fix the side mirror bracket onto the shelf for the installation of the side mirror.

Maxispace open shelf must be installed together with the maxispace cabinet. The height of the shelf mounting bar must be 6mm
lower than that of the cabinet..

6mm

The cabinet must be on the same level with the open shelf.
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INSTALLATION

STEP
1

STEP
2

Fix the mounting bar

Take out the mounting bar and place it level. Drill holes on it.

Install top clip to fix the shelf

1. Put the shelf onto the mounting bar.
1.

2. Insert the top clip into the notch. Mark hole positions with pencil. Slide away top clip and drill holes at marked positions.
2.

3. Put the shelf onto the mounting bar. Align with the drilled holes and fix with screws.
3.

4. Rotate the screws 5 to 7 rounds to avoid over tightening the screw.
4. 5 7

Top Clip

Cabinet

Mounting Bar

L2=150mm
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STEP
3

STEP
4

Install side mirror (side mirror and bracket are supplied with the cabinet)
( )

Install as illustrated

1. Fix the side mirror bracket.
1.

2. Align the side mirror with the cabinet to see if suitable for installation. Wipe back of the side mirror clean.
2.

3. Tear the tape on the bracket and push the side mirror onto the cabinet for 30 seconds.
3. 30

Fix glass shelf

1. Insert the shelf clips into the side holes.
1.

2. Insert the glass shelf into the shelf clips as illustrated.
2.

1

2
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STEP
5

Install tissue box assembly

1. Insert the shelf clips into the side holes.

1.

2. Insert the tissue box assembly into the shelf clips as illustrated.

2.

TISSUE BOX COVER ADJUSTMENTTISSUE BOX COVER ADJUSTMENT

Closed Open
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PLACE TISSUESPLACE TISSUES

1. Open tissue box cover.
1.

2. Place the tissue box upside down and put it inside. The tissue goes out through the opening on the shelf bottom. Put back
the cover.

2.

3. Repeat the above steps when replacing the tissues.
3.

Combination installation with maxispace cabinet (left open cabinet + open shelf)

( + )
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